
Winterizing Tips
We suggest that you begin winterizing when the freezing level drops and
continue until the chance of freezing has subsided. This is usually from the
beginning of October through early spring.

The frost free water service hydrants in use at LMCH allow year around
water service when used properly. Frost frees can, and do freeze if not used
properly or when they are not drained when shut off. Frost frees function by
the use of an underground valve assembly that shuts off the water below
what is the normal freeze zone. If the operating handle is fully closed, it
does not automatically insure that the hydrant assembly is vented (drained).
Air must be allowed into the top part of the hydrant to allow the water
column to drain out of the galvanized pipe that supplies the hydrant. If you
do not allow air into the hydrant head by either removing the garden hose, or
by not opening a valve on your hydrant, the frost free does not vent or drain.
When the column in the galvanized pipe portion of the frost free is not
allowed to drain, the frost free can freeze, and damage to your RV can result.
To be safe during the winter season, it is best to remove your garden hose
attached to your trailer and to make sure your frost free hydrant head is in
the closed position.

Other hints for winterizing are:
 Disconnect water hose from RV.
 Drain RV water heater (shut off first).
 Drain all water lines in RV-open all taps first and use a small

compressor to blow water out of the RV pipes.
 Put RV antifreeze in trailer drain lines.
 Put RV antifreeze in toilet bowl.
 Use Dri-Z-Air to remove moisture from the air in RV during the

winter season (put a catch basin under Dri-Z-Air incase of overflow)

In addition, with the electricity costs so high, we ask that you refrain from
leaving your heaters on. However if you do use a heater to keep your pipes
from freezing we do ask that you use a lower wattage heater. They do have
300-600 watt haters that use much less electricity that the 1500 watt ones
and are just as affective in keeping things from freezing. Also, open all the
cabinets under the sinks where the water pipes are.


